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AMBIS Engineering supply a number of aids to assist in the use of the AJ coupling.
These are:
1. A coupling location etching for wagons without complicated underframe components
    The AJ coupling needs a clear space in which it can be fitted and couple/uncouple.

Product item AJ-3, available in 16 or 32 wagon packs.
2. The standard mounting does not work for 14mm axles e.g.coaches.  To overcome that
    we have a counter-balance option to fit to coach bogies or other stock, or even tenders.

Product item AJ-B, available in a 24 fitting pack.
3. Where the bogie option will not fit we also  have a miniature version.

Product item AJ-M, available in a 18 fitting pack
4. Finally there is a simple fold up etching to help set/locate or check the position of the AJ
    Hook.

Product item AJG

Note although the magnetic - downward deflection of the coupling wire
is the most common method of operation of AJ couplings today, it was first 
introduced with a upwards mechanical push to uncouple.
Also Nigel Cliffe has shown that rotating the coupling will also enable
uncoupling to occur - and has produced a working AJ for 2mm scale models.
When we considered auto-uncoupling remote from a magnetic or mechanical 
device it was not ruled out that the coupling hook could be raised and not
lowered to uncouple (remember only one AJ hook has to move to allow uncoupling)
Hence the provision for uncoupling remotely on the counter-balance versions allows
for an upward pull on the counter-balance not a downward pull on the coupling wire
to uncouple.  The coupling locating arrangements do not permit an upwards push on
the coupling wire to enable uncoupling.

Product changes since introduction have been:
1. Adding extensions to the inverted “Y” in AJ-2 to prevent the AJ wire moving outside
    the “Y”  fitting, caused by excessive downward movement of the coupling wire and 
    sideways deflection that can be caused by trackwork curves and/or by magnetic 
    attraction. This resulted in item AJ-3 being introduced to replace AJ-2
2. Adapting AJB and building into AJM an option for an upwards pull (from inside the
    vehicle) to uncouple the vehicle anywhere instead of just at under track mounted
    magnets.  This allows options such as a DCC function to provide uncoupling.
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AJ-Aid Small Wheel version
 - primarily for 4 wheel stock
for 16 or 32 wagons

This forms a fitting to attach the AJ coupling to small wheel 2 axle wagons by making
a upturned “Y” to set the coupling wire in place. 
As supplied the base should fit around an AMBIS axleguard saddle using the large holes
while the small holes are for locating the AJ wire at the opposite end of the wagon from
the coupling hook. 
An add on dropper arm support is supplied to feed on to the coupling wire - a steel or 
iron end must be attached to the dropper for magnetic operation to work.

We would only recommend using spring steel wire .011 thou’ diameter 
- top E on a metal guitar string if you have supply issues for wire.
The dropper need not be fixed to the coupling wire until its location to enable uncoupling
to occur is known.
We would not recommend bending the coupling wire beyond the hook for example to
pass through complex underframe detail - a bent wire can stretch and change shape
we suggest trying the Mini-fit version of AJ Aid instead.
We would suggest lightly springing the coupling wire upwards to the coupling support “Y”.
The “Y” can be moved until it provides satisfactory support for the coupling wire.

The design was created by David Rimmington of Leicester.  Since the mark one
the shape of the “Y” has gained “tails to stop the coupling wire passing outside the “Y”
support under some circumstances.
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AJ-Aid Bogie/Larger Wheel version
 - primarily for coaching stock
for 12 coaches

This version of the coupling mounting was designed for coach bogies.  The mounting 
should be fitted to the bogie making sure one fitting hole pair is outside the bogie 
wheelbase.  As designed it does not allow for flexibility in the bogie and should be fixed
along the centre line at both ends, but it can be trimmed to length as it should fit 8 feet
to 10ft 6ins bogies and is marked in 6in increments.
Fold up the main etched coupling support as shown in the diagrams below. This fits
into the coupling saddle with a loose fit wire (too tight a fit stops the coupling support
moving as required).  The two “wings” of the coupling support locate it at rest and should 
not be bent more than 45 degrees from horizontal.
The counter-balance weight should fold up and always be heavier than the
coupling hook.  As the coupling usually drops to allow uncoupling the weight
must be bent downward otherwise when it touches the saddle it will stop that
movement. Two etched “pip” points should be pushed out (as rivetting) to 
stop “sticktion” of the support against the saddle.

A steel or iron end must be added for magnetic uncoupling that tends to work with a
horizontal not downwards attraction.  A hole has now been added to allow a push down
pad to enable remote uncoupling.
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AJ-Aid Mini-Fit version
 - where other versions won’t fit
18 fittings

Fold up the main etched coupling support as shown.  
This fits beneath the coupling saddle and should be attached by a loose fit
wire (too tight a fit stops the coupling support moving as required).
The two “wings” of the coupling support locate it at rest and should 
not be bent more than 45 degrees from horizontal.
The counter-balance weight should fold up and always be heavier than the
coupling hook.  As the coupling usually drops to allow uncoupling the weight
must be bent downward otherwise when it touches the saddle it will stop that
movement. Two etched “pip” points should be pushed out (as rivetting) to 
stop “sticktion” of the support against the saddle.
A second coupling support frame needs to be added to the main support frame
- this provides additional stability to the coupling hook location.

A dropper arm - to which a steel or iron end must be added for magnetic uncoupling
is provided to add to the Alex Jackson hook wire.  It need not be fixed to the wire until 
its location has been determined.  This should not be made too heavy to inhibit the
counter-balance from operating.
A pull up option is now provided on AJ-Aid (counter-balance) parts to enable remote
uncoupling.
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The AJ Aid coupling setting etching
- suitable for P4 or EM gauges

Simply fold up etching bending over either the P4 or EM gauge tags.
Strengthen joints with solder or glue.
Pad out buffer clearance with scrap metal.  The etching is 0.010” brass,
to increase clearance to 1mm would require three more layers.  A height
of 14mm (3ft 6ins) for buffers is etched into the gauge
The tail of a coupling hook should bear upon the upright panel of the
gauge.
The outline shape of the AJ hook is also etched into the gauge panels. 
The coupling wire should rest in the lowest point of the gauge for correct
location of the AJ hook.

You may find it useful to make an open bottomed cradle with straps to
tie a vehicle in, allowing access to the bottom of a vehicle.  Remember that
the counter-balance AJ Aid products will “uncouple” when turned upside down.
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